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Abstract
While much attention has been given to the phenomenon of boiling, the underlying physics and mechanisms are still not fully understood due to its complicated and illusive nature. In this study, an experimental investigation of subcooled pool boiling of de-ionized (DI) water, at a bulk temperature of 30°C and atmospheric pressure, was performed on a platinum wire with a diameter of 250 µm, starting from the onset of nucleate boiling (ONB) point and rising to higher heat fluxes. A high speed camera system was utilized for visualization. Images of bubbles growth, migration, coalescence, leaping and detachment were recorded. Each of these events was investigated separately, and a comprehensive discussion undertaken. High speed camera images were analyzed by taking the most important parameters, such as surface tension, bubble-bubble interactions, nucleation site-bubble interactions, Marangoni convection and accumulation of non-condensable gases inside the bubbles. Lower applied heat fluxes led to bubble nucleation from the nucleation sites and slow growth of bubbles to a certain diameter, which were ready to migrate along the wire. Increasing the heat flux made the bubbles grow faster and favored coalescence, leaping and detaching that be observed one after another due to an increase in the temperature gradient and perturbation of the temperature field near the nucleation sites. Another important mechanism considered was the momentum of the non-condensable gases inside the bubbles, especially while the bubble tail disappeared and the bubble shrank whilst stopping near an immobile bubble or near the nucleation sites.
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1. Introduction
The physics and underlying mechanisms of boiling heat transfer remain not fully understood due to its intricate nature (despite the need for augmentation of the boiling heat transfer performance in the worldwide applications).  Despite the wide range of boiling heat transfer studies found in the literature, bubble dynamics and its associated role in heat transfer has not been considered sufficiently, particularly on a small scale. Transition from macro to micro scale by miniaturization offers new insights into boiling and highlights the significance of comprehending the micro scale bubble dynamics emerges.  This requires increasing attention for the development of high-tech miniature devices including micro components such as micro electro mechanical systems (MEMS), electronics cooling and micro energy components.
Based on the boiling curve [1], the first regime of boiling is the natural convection regime, where bubbles do not form, although the wall temperature and the temperature of the hot liquid layer (fluid in contact with the wall) are both above the saturation temperature. When the heat flux or surface temperature is further increased, bubbles emerge from nucleation sites, and nucleate boiling commences. At this stage, the driving mechanisms of bubble dynamics strongly depend on the bulk fluid temperature. 
Subcooled boiling occurs when the liquid temperature (distant from the boiling surface) is lower than the saturation temperature. This can induce temperature gradients and thermocapillary stresses on bubbles [2]. In saturated boiling, due to the lack of temperature gradients at the bubble interface, Marangoni effects have not been observed. These effects however become one of the major heat transfer mechanisms in subcooled boiling [3,4]. In general, a bubble attached to a heated surface is subject to evaporation from its base and condensation from its cap (if the bubble cap is exposed to the subcooled region). However, Marangoni convection originates from the non-condensable gases inside the bubble, which nonuniformly accumulate near the condensation surface [4]. Non-condensable gases hinder the condensation by up to 90% leading to an increased saturation pressure gradient and temperature gradient at the bubble interface so that Marangoni convection is induced along the bubble interface [4–8].
Images related to bubble dynamics on wires in subcooled pool boiling were reported in the literature as sliding/sweeping of bubbles [3,9–16], leaping [6,17,18], oscillations [19,20], collision [9–11,13,15], bubble top-jet flow [14,21], circling [12,22]. However, the best knowledge of the authors, very few comprehensive and exhaustive studies have been performed so far [23,24]. The common point of these pioneering studies is the effect of the Marangoni convection generated by temperature gradients at the interface on heat transfer. Interactions among the bubbles and the nucleation sites as well as non-condensable gases still remain an open question.
In this study, bubble dynamics was discussed and understanding about pool boiling on a Platinum wire was provided. Each of the distinct boiling patterns was characterized and analyzed. Thus, dynamic bubble behavior was fundamentally investigated in subcooled pool boiling on a Platinum wire by using DI (de-ionized) water and taking into consideration bubble-bubble interactions, nucleation site effects, Marangoni convection, thermocapillary effect and non-condensable gases inside the bubbles.
The objectives of this work are to examine bubbles growth, migration, coalescence, leaping and detachments and to show parametric effects. We use high speed imaging to unravel the different aspects of the bubbles dynamics during subcooled boiling on a thin platinum wire under different working conditions.

2. Experimental Method
The experimental setup used in this study consists of a horizontal platinum wire with a length of 80 mm and a diameter of 250 µm, a cartridge heater mounted at the bottom right of the chamber for preheating and degassing the bulk fluid, a thermocouple at the top left of the chamber, which was connected to the thermostatic control system, another thermocouple connected to the thermometer for measuring the bulk temperature, a DC power supply connected to the ends of the platinum wire for the heating, and a high speed camera for visualization of the boiling phenomenon. A schematic and a photo of the experimental setup are shown in Figs. 1a and b, respectively. The chamber consists of a cylindrical pressure vessel made of stainless steel with optical glass windows on the front and the back and a valve at the top for filling the chamber with the working fluid. The advantage of a thin Platinum wire is its low thermal capacity. The chamber is filled with DI water to a level of about 2.5 cm above the wire. The thermostatic controller was adjusted to obtain the desired fluid bulk temperature, which was 30°C in this study (leading to a subcooling of 70ºC).
The applied currents and voltages were recorded to obtain the applied heat fluxes. The visualization system includes a high-speed camera (Phantom V4) and a backlight, yielding a good contrast. Videos were recorded with frame speeds of up to 1000 fps and a resolution of 512x512 pixels. The high-speed camera was connected to a workstation for storing the videos and post-processing the images with Phantom PCC and ImageJ software. All the experiments were performed at atmospheric pressure. The bubble velocity was calculated using the Phantom PCC 2.7 software based on dividing the displacement length of the bubbles by the time between images.
The uncertainties in the experimental parameters were obtained from the manufacturer’s specification sheets or calculated according to the uncertainty propagation method [25] as:
	(1)
Here,  is the uncertainty in the parameter,  is the experimental variable, and  is the corresponding uncertainty in the variable. The uncertainties in the experimental parameters are listed in Table 1. 
Table 1. Uncertainties in the experimental parameters.
Experimental Parameter	Uncertainty
Bubble diameter (D)	±20µm
Bubble velocity [mm/s]	±2.4%
Current	±0.5%
Electrical power [W]	±0.64%
Heat flux (q'') [kW/m2]	±0.74%
Temperature (T) [°C]	±0.5°C
Voltage	±0.5%




Fig. 1. a) Schematic and b) a photo of the pool boiling experimental setup.

3. Results and Discussion
Bubble growth at ONB point
Applying a heat flux on the wire in contact with the liquid resulted in the formation of a hot liquid layer surrounding the wire. The liquid layer becomes less dense than the bulk fluid and rises due to buoyancy forces. The adjacent cooler fluid then surrounds the wire. This results in natural convection and constitutes the heat transfer mechanism preceding the onset of nucleate boiling regime (ONB). Boiling inception is associated with nucleation of bubbles. As long as the vapor pressure is higher than the ambient pressure, a vapor bubble forms and grows in the liquid. As far as bubble formation is concerned, nucleation, growth, departure and waiting time emerge as important parameters. 
The energy transferred to the liquid molecules disturbs the stable state condition and leads to the formation of molecule clusters (embryo). Upon reaching a critical size, these clusters are called nuclei [26]. Nucleation can be of a quasi-homogeneous or a heterogeneous nature [27]. If the heated solid material has microscopic defects and crevices on its surface, vaporization begins at these locations. Gases or vapor within the defects require lower energy (to overcome the free energy barrier) to form a nucleus. This type of nucleation is known as heterogeneous nucleation [28,29]. On the other hand, if the molecule clusters completely form within the superheated liquid, it is called homogeneous nucleation [30]. While a bubble grows hemispherically, a thin layer of liquid (microlayer) between the bubble base and the heated wall is trapped contributing to the bubble growth [31]. The pressure inside the bubble drops along with temperature at the bubble interface, where the enthalpy of the superheated layer is converted into latent heat at the bubble interface. As a result, the interfacial temperature decreases and heat diffuses to the interface.
Bubble growth has two stages: inertially controlled growth and thermally controlled growth. The inertially controlled growth is very fast and occurs in the initial stage of the growth process. It is only limited by the momentum that is transferred to the surrounding liquid for its displacement. Thermally controlled growth occurs when heat is conducted from liquid to the liquid-vapor interface and is limited by the heat conducted to the interface. The growth rate of this stage is much slower than the inertially controlled one.
According to bubble growth rate measurements obtained from the experiments, as the bubble diameter increases, the growth rate decreases as can be seen in Fig. 2 (a portion of bubble growth process, the whole growth process took approximately 58 sec). The growth rate between t s and (t+10 s), between (t+10 s) and (t+30 s), and between (t+30 s) and (t+45 s) are 17 µm/s, 8 µm/s, and 4 µm/s, respectively. A bubble can depart horizontally by migrating along the wire or vertically by rising through the bulk fluid when it reaches a critical size dependent on the applied heat flux. In subcooled nucleate boiling, vertical detachment from the nucleation site is prominent at low heat fluxes (ONB process), (q´´=508 kW/m2), owing to the fact that higher critical sizes increase the buoyancy force. Moreover, inertia, hydrodynamic drag and thermocapillary forces should be taken into account for the growth rate. Inertia and hydrodynamic drag forces are negligible when the bubble grows slowly and lower temperature gradients cannot produce adequate thermocapillary forces to resist the lifting of the bubble. On the other hand, increasing the heat flux results in horizontal bubble departure, where the thermocapillary force is more dominant to hold the bubble on the wire. The bubble migration process will be discussed later. The thermal boundary layer is ruptured by the bubble departure and re-developed to allow for a new bubble nucleation. The time between the bubble departure and a new bubble nucleation is called the waiting time. The hot liquid layer is only regenerated during the waiting time by transient conduction. 

Fig. 2. Bubble growth process for a bubble from a nucleation site at ONB and the corresponding diameter as a function of time. (Tf=30ºC, q´´=508 kW/m2)

Bubble migration
A bubble departs from the nucleation site and migrates along the wire from the nucleation site to another bubble or to the end of the wire. Usually, when a moving bubble encounters another bubble, it changes its direction in the opposite direction and continues its translational motion at relatively lower heat fluxes. Increasing the heat flux results in an increase in the bubble velocity, Fig. 3. This behavior is often seen in the experiments until a certain heat flux (approximately 1400 kW/m2).

Fig. 3. Lateral migration acceleration of bubbles with approximately the same size on the wire at water bulk temperature of 30ºC and at different applied heat fluxes [kW/m2].
(Tail of the bubbles presents the direction of migration.)

A bubble migration and collision with another bubble is illustrated in Fig. 4 at a water bulk temperature of 30oC and heat flux of q´´=682 kW/m2. As can be seen, while a moving bubble with a constant velocity, 32 mm/s, is approaching to a stationary bubble, it decelerates gradually down to the velocity of 23 mm/s in 40 ms (t+90 ms). In the next 10 ms, the deceleration becomes greater so that within 10 ms the velocity suddenly drops down to 8 mm/s (t+100 ms), and finally it stops at a close location to a stationary bubble, while its size decreases. After stopping for 2 ms, it reverses its direction at t+113 ms. In the reverse direction, it accelerates to the velocity of 27 mm/s (t+135 ms). After 45 ms, its velocity tends to a constant value of 30 mm/s (t+180 ms), and it continues to migrate at this constant velocity. It should be mentioned that this process does not comprise the inception of the bubble and its acceleration to a constant velocity, which is illustrated as supplementary material in Fig. 5.

Fig. 4. Lateral migration of a moving bubble on the wire in pure water. Deceleration, stopping time and acceleration are presented.
(Tf=30ºC, q´´=682 kW/m2)


Fig. 5. Lateral migration acceleration of a new bubble from the nucleation site and its reaching to a constant speed on the wire. Bubble after nucleation and reaching to a certain diameter at the bulk temperature and applied heat flux starts to migrate along the wire and after a certain time (here 10 ms) tail is observed.
(Tf=30ºC, q´´=641 kW/m2)

At the nucleation site, a bubble grows due to quickly absorbing the heat from the microlayer underneath the bubble, and the bubble is accelerated driven by the Marangoni effect. The Marangoni effect arises from surface tension gradient at the interface between liquid and vapor phases. The surface tension depends on either concentration or temperature. The Marangoni effect can be referred as solutocapillary effect, when concentration determines the surface tension, and as thermocapillary effect, when the surface tension varies with temperature. Considering a force balance in the vertical direction on a stationary or moving bubble on a wire, the buoyancy force acts on the bubble in the upward direction (Fig. 6). The gravity force is not sufficient to balance the buoyancy force. Along the bubble interface, evaporation happens at the bubble interface on the hot liquid layer (between the bubble base and the wire), while condensation occurs at the bubble interface on the surrounded bulk liquid. The temperature gradient at the bubble interface between the hot liquid layer and the bubble base gives rise to the thermocapillary flow near and above the bubble. The thermocapillary effect always generates convection from higher to lower temperature along the interface. The corresponding flow is called top jet flow and has a tail-like appearance. It is speculated that Marangoni convection would not be strong enough to move the bubble unless non-condensable gases exist inside the bubbles owing to the fact that the presence of non-condensable gases degrades condensation heat transfer [4,16]. A lower condensation heat transfer coefficient disturbs the uniformity of the surface temperature distribution resulting in stronger Marangoni convection [6].
A high temperature region drags the thermal boundary layer into the cold region, and thus, the liquid is pumped from the hot region to the cold region, and the bubble jet begins to develop. Since surface tension depends on the local temperature gradient, the Marangoni flow exerts a thrust force (thermocapillary force) on the bubble, and the vertical component of the thermocapillary force prevents the bubble rising under the influence of the buoyancy force [24]. 
The horizontal component of the aforementioned thermocapillary thrust force plays a major role in the bubble lateral migration. As the bubble moves on the wire, an asymmetrical temperature distribution develops around the bubble [18]. Since the bubble consistently absorbs heat from the hot liquid layer, the wire surface temperature, and hence the hot liquid layer temperature, changes as the temperatures behind the bubble will be lower than the temperatures in front of this latter. Therefore, the bubble front surface is warmer than its back. The horizontal component of the thermocapillary force pushes the bubble along the bubble interface in the same direction (Fig. 6). The temperature difference between the wire and the bulk fluid temperatures in front of the bubble is higher than that behind the bubble, hence, the Marangoni flow is more intense in front of the bubble leading to a pressure gradient, which further pushes the bubble in the same direction [12].

Fig. 6. Forces acting on a bubble on the wire in pool boiling (FMa=Marangoni force, Fb=Buoyancy force, FDrag=Drag force, Fg=Gravitational force, Ff=Frictional force).

In addition to the horizontal component of the thermocapillary force, a drag force acts on the moving bubble in the opposite direction. When the bubble is accelerated, this indicates that the Marangoni force is greater than the drag force. As the moving bubble continues to grow by absorbing heat from the wire the velocity of the bubble increases and the drag force also increases. On the other hand, the temperature gradient decreases as the bubble approaches the stationary bubble. As a result, the thermocapillary force decreases, since the stationary bubble acts as a cold source. At some point, the thermocapillary force and the drag force balance each other leading to bubble constant velocity. As the bubble moves further, the drag force becomes greater than the thermocapillary force causing a decrease in the bubble speed. When the bubble encounters the stationary one, it stops. At this moment, the temperatures on front of the bubble are lower than those on the backside. Thus, the bubble migration shifts to the opposite direction. 
As mentioned before, the moving bubble becomes smaller upon stopping. This effect is more obvious at higher applied heat fluxes (q´´=739 kW/m2), Fig. 7. A sudden deceleration of the moving bubble may change the non-condensable gas accumulation area from the condensing surface to the evaporating surface and enhances condensation, leading to a small temperature gradient on the bubble surface with the absence of Marangoni convection near the bubble, within a very short period of time. When the bubble stops, the remaining tail rises, and the newly formed tail becomes visible after a short period of time. This does not happen immediately after the start of bubble migration in the reverse direction.

Fig. 7. Shrinkage of a bubble after stopping near a stationary one. By assuming the bubble as a sphere and calculating the volume before and after shrinkage, it can be concluded that the volume of the bubble shrinks with a rate of approximately 24%. (Tf=30ºC, q´´=739 kW/m2)

Another type of bubble-bubble interaction regarding bubble migration and pre-jet flow can be seen in Fig. 8. At higher applied heat fluxes (q´´=641 kW/m2), when a moving bubble approaches a newly nucleated bubble, which has not completed the growth process and has not started with its migration, there are two possibilities. As can be seen, a new bubble nucleates from the nucleation site, and after reaching a certain diameter at t+620 ms after nucleation, it starts to move without interfering with other bubbles. In the meanwhile, a new bubble emerges and continues growing. Here, an important event assists in determining whether this newly nucleated bubble will migrate away from the moving bubble, which is approaching it (Case 1) or will merge with it (Case 2). At t+900 ms, a pre-jet initiates from the top of the bubble, which is demonstrated with dashed lines, and rises above the bubble with a pre-jet velocity of 15 mm/s. While this bubble is growing, a moving bubble approaches (t+1054 ms), and because of the pre-jet, the moving bubble pushes the nucleating bubble away probably because of perturbation of the symmetrical temperature distribution around the nucleating stationary bubble, which generates a thermocapillary force on the stationary bubble to overcome the contact line force (surface tension force). Thus, its growth process continues away from the nucleation site [15]. On the other hand, the initially moving bubble reverses its direction after stopping for some time. The three sub-figures starting from t+1302 ms are related to Case 2. First, the inception of the moving bubble occurs. Then, it approaches a new bubble, which is nucleated from the same nucleation site, and merges with this stationary bubble, because the pre-jet event does exist before the interaction. The pre-jet may affect and decrease the radial temperature distribution around the nucleating stationary bubble at the nucleation site. Meanwhile, before the pre-jet, the bubble is smaller and is exposed to the hotter fluid.

Fig. 8. Pre-jet event for a new bubble. (Tf=30ºC, q´´=641 kW/m2)

According to systematic observations, the bubble detachment seen is due to buoyancy. However, particularly at very high heat fluxes, bubble motion underneath the wire is observed at lower bubble velocities (presumably because of gravity), Fig. 9, because the heater boundary layer is smaller than that on top of the wire resulting in weaker Marangoni convection [8,16].

Fig. 9. Comparison between lateral migration speed of the bubble on the wire and that under the wire. Generally, speeds and mean speed under the wire are less than those on the wire.
(Tf=30ºC, q´´=1396 kW/m2)

Bubble coalescence
Bubble coalescence usually occurs when the distance between bubbles is smaller than the sum of the radii of the bubbles [23]. Based on the experimental observations, different types of coalescence take place: two bubbles moving towards each other (Case 1), Fig. 10a, two bubbles moving in the same direction (Case 2), Fig. 10b, a bubble approaching a stationary bubble, which is formed at the nucleation site (Case 3), Fig. 10c. Cases 1 and 3 are commonly observed at moderate heat fluxes and high heat fluxes (640 kW/m2 < q´´<1400 kW/m2).

Fig. 10. Coalescence when:
a) two bubbles move towards each other (Case 1) (Tf=30ºC, q´´=1036 kW/m2),
b) two bubbles move in the same direction (Case 2) (Tf=30ºC, q´´=1036 kW/m2) and
c) a bubble approaches to a new bubble (Case 3) (Tf=30ºC, q´´=707 kW/m2).

Fig. 11 illustrates the bubble merging process with respect to different bubble sizes and velocities at the water bulk temperature of 30oC and heat flux of q´´=998 kW/m2. Two bubbles approach each other with a velocity of 28 mm/s. The bubbles merge and the newly formed bubble (bubble III) having two tails stops for a while (t+10 ms). It should be noted that the radius of bubble III is smaller than the sum of the radii of bubbles I and II. After merging, bubble III starts to migrate to the right direction. It can be observed that when the velocities of the moving bubbles are the same, the merged bubble motion is in the same direction as the moving bubble with a larger diameter. Bubble III then continues with its motion and encounters a smaller moving bubble (bubble IV) (t+114 ms). At this moment, the velocities of bubble III and bubble IV are 21 mm/s and 29 mm/s, respectively. After the coalescence (t+122 ms), the newly formed bubble (bubble V) migrates in the same direction as bubble IV, which has a smaller diameter and but a larger velocity (t+222 ms). Clearly, when the larger bubble has a higher velocity with respect to the smaller bubble, the merged bubble migrates in the direction of the larger velocity and diameter (t+222 ms - t+277 ms). 
 
Fig. 11. Merging bubbles and movement in different directions at a high heat flux.
(Tf=30ºC, q´´=998 kW/m2)
For most fluids, surface tension diminishes with increasing temperature. The elevation in the wire temperature leads to a decrease in surface tension for hot liquid on the wire. The temperature gradient along bubbles interface will be greater at higher heat fluxes. This increases the thermocapillary force driving the bubbles through the high temperature region, where the surface tension is lower. Subsequently, the greater thermocapillary force causes an increase in the velocity of the bubbles. On the other hand, the viscosity decreases with increasing temperature. Therefore, the drag force in higher heat fluxes is weaker compared to that in lower heat fluxes. 
In the case of lower heat fluxes, considering when bubbles are at the closest position, where the moving bubble stops, the combined effect of inertia and thermocapillary forces is not enough for bubbles to overcome the capillary threshold for coalescence. Bubbles as the hottest spots generate a radial temperature profile in liquid around them [27,32,33]. Beyond a certain threshold, the thermocapillary force drives the moving bubble into the other bubble. The bubbles have a certain surface energy and always tend to minimize it. The tendency to minimize surface free energy leads the bubbles to form spherical or spherical-like shapes due to the minimum surface area to volume rate of such shapes. The total surface free energy of two bubbles will be the minimum when they merge into one single bubble by shrinking the surface area. The radius of the merged bubble is expected to be smaller than the sum of the two moving bubble radii. Interestingly, based on the observations, the merged bubble becomes even smaller within a very short time period, Fig. 12.

Fig. 12. Shrinkage of merging bubbles (I and II) just after merging (bubble III) (t+17 ms) (down to 41%) and after a while (bubble IV) (t+27 ms) (down to 53%) by assuming a bubble as a sphere. (D1 = 0.450 mm, D2 = 0.165 mm, D3 = 0.430 mm, D4 = 0.400 mm)
(Tf=30ºC, q´´=998 kW/m2)

The coalescence process may also trigger the condensation of a merged bubble due to its impact, which results in alteration in the accumulation area of the non-condensable gases. The change in the tails of the bubbles provides insights to the analysis of the coalescence in detail as can be seen in Fig. 13. When the two moving bubbles merge, the tails of the initial moving bubbles are still present. However, it is not clear whether the tails are still attached to the bubble or just traces of previous ones. After coalescence, within a very short period of time, the tails rise rectilinearly while having the highest lifting velocity right above the merged bubble. The inelastic collision and coalescence impact might be the reason for both condensation of the merged bubble and the maximum tail rising velocity. As mentioned before, considering a moving bubble, Marangoni flow would not be strong enough to move the bubble unless non-condensable gases are present to reduce the condensation effects. A small amount of non-condensable gases could reduce the condensation heat transfer coefficient by more than 90% [4,6]. However, they probably have little effect on evaporation coefficient due to the tendency of non-condensable gases to accumulate at the condensing surface [8].

Fig. 13. Tails of bubbles during merging. Bubbles after merging hesitate for a couple of ms, and during this hesitation period, the tails of initially moving bubbles resemble to a bird’s wings. The tail above the merged bubble rises with a higher speed due to inertia force, and  due to merging a shape change occurs in vertical direction. (Tf=30ºC, q´´=869 kW/m2)

The impact of the inelastic collision and coalescence may affect the non-condensable gases accumulation area and makes the bubbles evaporate less or/and condense more within a very short period of time. Meanwhile, the Marangoni flow near the merged bubble is not as intense as near a moving bubble since condensation is strong enough to decrease the temperature gradient on the bubble surface. Therefore, two remaining tails rise right after the coalescence. In addition to that, because of the inelastic collision impact, the merged bubble deforms and tends to bounce fast. As a result of this tendency, the maximum lifting velocity (49 mm/s) of the remaining tails is observed right above the bubble cap. 

Bubble leaping
At high heat fluxes (q´´>1000 kW/m2), not only horizontal, but also vertical bubble motion is observed. The bubble departs from the wire and changes its size until it reaches the maximum rise height then returns to the wire again, all of which occurs periodically. The physics of the leaping process is still not well understood. Two types of leaping processes can be observed: leaping on the nucleation jet flow without motion in horizontal direction (Case 1), Fig. 14, leaping with lateral migration (Case 2), Fig. 15. Case 1 is usually observed at fixed nucleation sites with a bubble, which has a diameter much smaller than the wire diameter. Fig. 14 presents Case 1 at the bulk temperature of 30oC and heat flux of q´´=1036 kW/m2. Following the events of a bubble explosion at the nucleation site (t=0 ms) and the nucleation jet flow (t+1 ms), a small bubble appears on the wire (t+11 ms). The bubble suddenly jumps away from the wire in the vertical direction along with a decrease in its size (t+13 ms) and then returns to the wire with an increase in its size (t+17 ms). Again, the bubble hops from the wire (t+19 ms) and returns back (t+24 ms). This cyclic process ends with bubble migration or a transition in behaviour to hopping with sliding.
The occurrence of Case 1 depends on the nucleation jet velocity and is usually observed after the eruption at the nucleation site. The bubble lifts off from the wire with the aid of the jet impact and then condenses. However, even at the highest bubble position, large temperature gradients are still present to generate a thermocapillary force on the bubble acting on liquid/vapor interface and thus the bubble is repelled back to the wire. Furthermore, non-condensable gases in the bubble may facilitate the bubble reattachment process by increasing the temperature gradients [6].

Fig. 14. Leaping on the nucleation jet flow without moving in vertical direction (Case 1).
(Tf=30ºC, q´´=1036 kW/m2)

The typical leaping with sliding process (Case 2) is illustrated in Fig. 15 at the bulk temperature of 30oC and heat flux of q´´=1132 kW/m2. A bubble with a diameter of 0.500 mm can be attached to the wire, which has a tail different from a typical sliding bubble tail. This bubble then moves slightly in both horizontal and vertical directions along with a decrease in size (t+5 ms). It rises up to the height of 0.050 mm from the wire. After that, it reattaches to the wire and moves along the wire with an increase in its size up to approximately the same as the initial size (t+8 ms). A second leaping event pursues the first one (t+10 ms – t+16 ms). This bubble leaping with a sliding process continues until the bubble encounters another bubble, Fig. 16, or in some cases nucleation jets, Fig. 17. 

Fig. 15. Leaping big bubble on the wire in pure water (Case 2).
(Tf=30ºC and q´´=1132 kW/m2)


Fig. 16. Collision of two leaping bubbles. The bubbles continue their lateral migration without leaping. (Tf=30ºC, q´´=1314 kW/m2)


Fig. 17. A leaping bubble approaches to a nucleation jet, it decelerates, stops (t+31 ms) for 9 ms (its tail is rising by means of nucleation jet inertia force), shrinks in size and starts to migrate against its previous direction. (Tf=30ºC, q´´=1223 kW/m2)

The observations indicate that both cases depend on the jet flows at the nucleation sites. Not only buoyancy force, but also the jet impact, can initiate Case 2. Under some circumstances, when the bubble approaches the nucleation site, Fig. 18, Case 2 initiates. However, it is worth mentioning that a latent nucleation site may be present in the pathway, which might be recognized by using a 3D visualization technique, while Case 2 generally starts when a moving bubble passes the nucleation site, Fig. 19, or a bubble, which completes its growth process at the nucleation site, starts sliding with leaping, Fig. 20.


Fig. 18. Leaping on the nucleation jet flow with movement in horizontal direction.
(Tf=30ºC, q´´=1314 kW/m2)


Fig. 19. Leaping bubble after passing above the nucleation site.
(Tf=30ºC, q´´=1314 kW/m2)


Fig. 20. Leaping bubble after nucleation from the nucleation site and migration.
(Tf=30ºC, q´´=1036 kW/m2)

The jet flow on the nucleation site feeds the bubble passing on the nucleation site by adding vapor to it. The bubble suddenly gets bigger at this position. At the same time, continuous jet flow provides a lift force for the bubble. A combined effect of the buoyancy force and the lift force from the jet flow causes the moving bubble to rise. When the bubble departs from the wire, it becomes smaller and the thermocapillary thrust force (now larger than the lifting effects) repels the bubble back to the wire. Again, the effect of the accumulation position of the non-condensable gases may also be a prominent factor. When the amount of non-condensable gases is small or moderate and their accumulation area is not around the bubble cap, where the bubble is exposed to cooler liquid, the temperature distribution on the bubble surface becomes more uniform, which results in a weaker thermocapillary thrust force [4]. Additionally, phase change heat transfer deteriorates with the presence of non-condensable gases in the bubble [6]. When two leaping bubbles encounter each other, they usually merge, Fig. 21, and the merged bubble shrinks while it stops leaping. Then, the merged bubble starts to migrate without leaping. However, under some conditions, when two leaping bubbles approach each other, they start shrinking before the collision. They continue shrinking while approaching each other. After the collision, both of them reverse their directions, Fig. 16.

Fig. 21. Merging two leaping bubbles. The merged bubble continues its lateral migration without leaping. (Tf=30ºC, q´´=1314 kW/m2)

Regarding bubble detachment, it occurs when a bubble reaches a critical size, where buoyancy overcomes capillary forces. According to the observations, not only buoyancy force but also lifting forces, which arise from the nucleation jets, Fig. 22, and coalescence impact, Fig. 23, can initiate the bubble detachment, whereas the thermocapillary thrust force acts as the major resistive force.

Fig. 22. Detachment of a bubble due to nucleated jet from a nucleation site.
(Tf=30ºC and q´´=1113 kW/m2)


Fig. 23. Merging small bubbles and detachment of the merged big bubble in pure water.
(Tf=30ºC, q´´=1396 kW/m2)

4. Conclusion
In this study, experimental observations on pool boiling patterns, such as migration, coalescence, leaping and detachment of bubbles, in subcooled nucleate pool boiling of DI water on a platinum wire with the diameter of 250 µm are presented in detail. The underlying physics and mechanisms for each phenomenon are presented by considering surface tension, bubble-bubble interactions, nucleation site-bubble interaction, Marangoni convection and accumulation of non-condensable gases inside the bubbles as well as other relevant forces. The necessary conditions for the occurrence of each behaviour were discussed. Thermocapillary convection was observed at the tail of a bubble, and analyzing this tail more thoroughly was helpful in understanding the observations. Bubble migration was attributed to the Marangoni thrust force, and an increase in heat flux resulted in larger migration velocities due to the increase in temperature gradients. The perturbation of the temperature field near the nucleation sites and bubbles usually changed the bubble dynamics. In addition, the change in the accumulation area and the momentum of the non-condensable gases inside the bubble were considered as another important mechanisms particularly when the bubble tail disappeared while the bubble shrank. The results, images and included discussion provided valuable insight into pool boiling phenomena on a small wire.
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